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Microsoft Azure Exam BootCamp for
AZ-100 (Infrastructure and Deployment)
Duration: 4 Days

DESCRIPTION
This BootCamp course is for the new role based AZ-100
exam targeted for Azure Administrators. Taking this
course and passing AZ-100 exam meets a part of the
requirement for Microsoft Certified Azure Administrator
Associate Certification.
This course is for Azure Administrator roles focused on
deploying, managing and monitoring Azure Infrastructure
resources across compute, storage and networking;
managing and monitoring Subscriptions & Resources.
This course also covers managing identity using Azure
Active Directory.
This course will provide a deep understanding of each
service across its full IT lifecycle allowing Azure
Administrators to take requests for infrastructure
services, applications, and environments. After
completing the course, Azure Administrators will also be
able to make recommendations on services to use for
optimal performance and scale, as well as provision, size,
monitor, and adjust resources as appropriate.

OBJECTIVES
After successful completion of this BootCamp candidates
will be able to:
Manage Azure Subscriptions & Resources
Implement, manage and secure storage
Deploy, manage, monitor virtual machines
Configure and manage virtual networks
Manage and integrate identities with Azure Active
Directory

COURSE OUTLINE
Managing Azure Subscriptions
and Resources
Implementing & Managing
Storage
Deploying and Managing
Virtual Machines
Configuring and Managing
Virtual Networks
Manage Identities

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
IT Professionals
Future & Current Azure Administrators

PREREQUISITES
Experience on operating systems, virtualization, cloud infrastructure, storage structures, and
networking.

TRAINING
CALENDAR

Subscribe to our Training Calendar & get a
Cash Back of INR 1,000/- (One Thousand INR).

SUBSCRIBE
NOW

TESTIMONIALS
The trainer was very
thorough and explained the
intricacies involved very
clearly. In fact, I was quite
new to Cloud. Lot of topics
have been covered during
the training. The labs were
quite interesting and well
written.
Srividhya Subramony
(Director, Iposa Consulting
Pvt. Ltd.)

CloudThat trainers were very
competent in explaining the
concepts on Azure Cloud
and relating them with
practical use cases which we
have in our projects.

CloudThat - The best place
to learn Cloud Computing
technologies. Trainers at
CloudThat have indepth
knowledge about the
subject. The way they
explain is too good. They
give personal attention to all
candidates and keep the
sessions interactive.

- Ankush (Technical Lead,
Wipro)

- Gladwin (Cloud Admin,
Cognizant)

Disclaimer: All Logos & Trademarks used here
belongs to their respective companies.

For training inquiry, please email us at: sales@cloudthat.in
08880002200
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